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T h e  Molecular Scattering of Light 
Nobel Lecture* 
In the history of science, we often find that the study of 
some natural phenomenon has been the starting point in the 
development of a new branch of knowledge. We have an 
inatance of this in the colour of skylight which has inspud 
numerous optical investigations, and the explanation of which 
proposed by the late Lord Ra~leigh, and subsequently verified 
by observationr forms the beginning of our knowIcdge of the 
subject of this lecture. Even more skiking, though not so 
faqiliat to all, is the colour exhibited by oceanic waters. A 
voyage to Europe in the summer of 1921 gave me t h t k  
opportunity of obsetving the wondmfu1 blue o p a l m a  of the 
Mediterranean Sea. It seemed not unlikely that the phenomenon 
owed its oribiq to the scattering of sunlight by the mo2ecdw of 
the water. To test this explanation, it appeared dcsitablt to 
ascertain the laws gove~lling the diffusion of light in liquids, and 
experirnenb with this object were started immtdiately on my 
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